Early flowering and genetic containment studies in transgenic poplar
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Despite the immense potential of gene technologies for tree breeding, release of genetic modified trees is still very rare. Biosafety concerns have hitherto limited application of gene technologies. The potential risks of transgene trees, in particular transfer of recombinant DNA into the gene pool of a given species via vertical gene transfer, have been motive of concern. Biosafety research may allow avoiding potential risks of this technology. However, the evaluation of strategies for prevention of vertical gene transfer, probably the most important concern toward transgenic trees, has been hindered by the long time they require to reach the reproductive phase. We tested different strategies for promoting early flowering in poplar, aiming the development of a system for biosafety studies on gene containment. Early flowering poplar containing the 35S::LFY or HSP::FT gene constructs allowed first approaches for the faster evaluation of gene containment. However, some drawbacks, e.g., disturbed vegetative growth and flower development, still limit their potential application on biosafety research. A non-transgenic hybrid aspen showing a short vegetative phase was successfully used for the evaluation of the PrMA-L1::STS sterility gene construct.
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Introduction

The promising prospects offered by gene technologies, especially for tree breeding, have promoted their use in the forestry. An increasing demand of renewable resources has been predicted to meet the energy needs of a growing world population. In the range of different options of renewable resources, woody biomass plays an important role mainly originating from forests including primary or wild forests. Forest plantations with improved genotypes might represent a solution for the increasing pressure on wild forest ecosystems. However, ecological boundaries between wild forests and plantations can represent a threat to their integrity. Gene flow from non-native forest trees and taxa resulting from traditional breeding has been motive of concerns in the past (Hoenicka & Fladung 2006). These concerns have increased since private companies and research institutes worldwide show interest on incorporating genetic engineering into forest tree breeding programs. Release of transgenic trees harbouring particular genes into forest ecosystems would in fact represent an additional risk factor to natural ecosystems. Until now, strategies for gene flow avoidance between non-native trees taxa derived from traditional breeding have been limited to geographic separation of sexual compatible species. The development of “gene containment” methods using genetic engineering is a promising solution for a more efficiently avoidance of undesired gene flow, not only from genetic modified trees (GM). The incorporation of sterility genes into transgenic lines of trees was proposed to reduce or even avoid gene flow of transgenes into non-transgenic relatives (Strauss et al. 1995). An additional advantage of sterile trees would be the reduction of energetic costs necessary for development of reproductive structures (Brunner et al. 1998, Mouradov et al. 1998). Various sterility gene constructs have been tested with different levels of success in crop plants, e.g., by expression of deleterious genes in flower organs, like barnase (Paddon & Hartley 1986, Mariani et al. 1990, Garcia-Sogo et al. 2010), orfH522 (Nizampatnam et al. 2009), monooxygenase (MNX - Gan et al. 2010), stilbene synthase (STS - Fisher et al. 1997, Höfig et al. 2006), the gene for ribosome inactivating protein (Palmiter et al. 1987) and RNA interference (Nawaz-ul-Rehman et al. 2007). Specific floral regulatory promoters to direct expression of genes in reproductive structures have been found in crop plants, e.g., TA29 promoter from Nicotiana tabacum (Koltunow et al. 1990, Mariani et al. 1990) and forest tree species, e.g., PrMA-L1 from Pinus radiata (Höfig et al. 2003) and PTD from poplar (Skinner et al. 2003).

The number of publications on sterility induction in forest trees is still very low (Mielan et al. 2001, Skinner et al. 2003, Fladung & Hoenicka 2004, Lemmetyinen et al. 2004, Hoenicka et al. 2006, Wei et al. 2006). Most sterility approaches reported until now were based on gene constructs used successfully in crop plants. Heterologous floral specific promoters can direct activity of cytotoxic gene expression in non-target, vegetative tissues (“leaky” expression) generating in some cases a lower performance of transgenic plants (Lemmetyinen et al. 2004, Mielan et al. 2001, Skinner et al. 2003). Use of floral specific promoters from forest trees have been proposed to overcome such handicaps (Skinner et al. 2003).

The main factor hindering biosafety research on forest trees is the prolonged vegetative phase. This phase is quite variable lasting in some tree species until 40 years (e.g., Fagus sylvatica L. - Melian 1997). Therefore early flowering trees, either natural or transgenic ones, are very important tools for biosafety research. Most genes involved in the regulation of flowering have been discovered in Arabidopsis (reviewed in Liu et al. 2009). However, flowering time genes have also been studied in woody plants like birch (Elo et al. 2001, 2007), poplar (Rottmann et al. 2000, Böhienius et al. 2006, Hsu et al. 2006) and apple (Wada et al. 2002).

Several heterologous approaches with flowering time genes have allowed induction of early flowering in perennials. The overexpression of BpMADS4 induce early flowering in birch (Betula pendula - Elo et al.
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Cloning of genes constructs: (a) HSP::FT: HSP promoter was ligated to FT cDNA, and was contained in the Gateway binary vector pK2GW7 (Karimi et al. 2002); (b) HSP::LFY: LFY cDNA was ligated to binary vector p6-HSP-TP-OCS (DNA Cloning Service, Hamburg, Germany) after digestion with Bgl II and Xho I. Activation of flowering time genes was carried out in growth chambers with a heat treatment (1h, 40 °C, 4-6 weeks).

Induction of sterility using genetic transformation

Poplar was transformed with the PrMALE1::STS gene construct (Höfög et al. 2003), kindly provided by C. Walter (Forest Research Institute, Rotorua, New Zealand). Ge- neration of transgenic lines containing Pr- MALE1::STS and one early flowering gene construct (HSP::FT or 35S::FT) was carried out using simultaneously two Agrobacterium strains, one containing the gene construct Pr- MALE1::STS and the other one HSP::FT or 35S::FT. Transgenic lines containing both gene constructs were selected using molecular analysis.

**RNA extraction and reverse transcription**

Tissues (leaves, stems and roots) were collected and frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -80 °C until RNA extraction. Total RNA was isolated using the Plant RNA Isolation Mini Kit (Agilent, Wilmington, USA). Around 60 mg of liquid nitrogen frozen tissues were ground in Eppendorf tubes using metal balls and a Retsch mill (Retsch MM2, Germany). RNA was quantified using spectrophotometric OD260 measurements with a Nanodrop 1000 (Thermoscientific, Wilmington, USA) and RNA quality was assessed by OD260/OD280 and OD260/OD230 ratios (both ratios were maintained between 1.8 and 2.1) and using the Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies Inc. Palo Alto, CA - RIN values > 6). Contaminating DNA was removed from RNA samples using the Ambion turbo DNA-free (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA was synthesized with 30 ng μl-1 RNA using the DyNAmo cDNA Synthesis Kit (Finzymes, Espoo, Finland) with Oligo (dT), primers according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Expression of STS gene in transgenic plants**

Expression of STS was studied using RT-PCR. Gene UBQ11 was used as a reference gene. Primers (Tab. 1) were designed using Primer3Plus software (Rozen & Skaltsky 2000) with melting temperatures around 60 °C. PCR reactions were done in a 20 μl volume containing 300 nM of each primer, 2 μl of cDNA sample (~3.5 ng of input RNA) and Maxima Hot Start Taq DNA Polymerase (Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, Germany). RT-PCR was performed using the following parameters: 10 min. at 95 °C and 40 cycles of 95 °C for 30 sec, 60 °C for 1 min and 72 °C for 1 min.
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Extraction of DNA and molecular analysis

DNA extraction was followed by a standard protocol adapted from Doyle & Doyle (1987), using 0.5-1.0 g leaf material and a modified extraction buffer [2% alkyltrimethylammonium bromide (ATMAB), 0.1 M Tris-HCl, 0.02 M disodium-EDTA (pH 8.0), 1.4 M NaCl, 1% PVP]. Standard PCR techniques were used to detect and amplify transgenes. The PCR reaction used for all primers (Tab. 1) consisted of 94 °C / 2 min, followed by 40 cycles (94 °C / 1 min, Ta / 2 min, 72 °C / 2 min) and finally 72 °C / 5 min. Southern hybridizations were carried out with 20 μg genomic DNA. DNA was digested enzymatically and separated using a 1.5% agarose gel and transferred onto a membrane by capillary transfer (Nylon membrane positively charged, Roche) in alkaline conditions. Prehybridization and hybridization were performed with the non-radiative DIG (digoxigenine) system using DIG-dUTP-labelled gene probes (Fladung & Ahuja 1995). DIG probes were prepared with a PCR amplification Kit (PCR DIG Probe Synthesis Kit, Roche) using the different plasmids with the respective primer pairs. Probe hybridization and chemiluminescent reaction were performed according to Roche instructions with some modifications (Fladung & Ahuja 1995).

Microscopic observation of anthers derived from transgenic plants

Anthers obtained from early flowering and early flowering-sterile plants were observed under an optical microscope to confirm presence or absence of pollen grains. Pollen germination tests were carried out with fresh pollen using culture medium (Saccharose 10%, Phytagel 7.5 g L⁻¹). FDA test: microspore viability was estimated staining with fluorescein diacetate (Widholm 1972).

Results

Induction of early flowering in poplar with genetic transformation

Genetic transformation was performed with different gene constructs containing the 35S or HSP promoter and the flowering time genes LFY or FT. We obtained five to ten transgenic lines with each gene construct. Transgenic lines obtained were analyzed with PCR and Southern-Blot analysis (Fig. 2). Single copy transgenic lines were selected for further studies.

35S::LFY: early flowering lines where obtained with both poplar clones (T89 and W52).
**Fig. 3** - Flowering induction in poplar using genetic transformation with *LFY* gene. Arrow shows single flower. 35S::*LFY*: dwarf vegetative growth (a), single flowers (b); HSP::*LFY*: normal vegetative growth (c), disturbed growth after heat treatment (1h, 40°C, 4-6 weeks). No flowers were obtained.

**Fig. 4** - Flowering induction in poplar using genetic transformation with flowering time genes. Arrows show single flowers. 35S::*FT*: quite normal vegetative growth (a), catkin (b); HSP::*FT*: normal vegetative growth (c), catkin (d); non-transgenic T89 plants: vegetative growth (e), catkins (f).
Fig. 5 - Catkin and anthers from early flowering heat-inducible poplar (a, b, c) and transgenic line T194-1 (d, e, f) transformed with the sterility construct PrMALE1::STS. HSP::FT: (a) catkin of HSP::FT plant; (b) anthers containing abundant pollen grains (seldom occurring event); (c): anthers containing low number of disturbed pollen grains. HSP::FT + PrMALE1::STS (Line T194-1): (d) abnormal catkin from early flowering transgenic line transformed with sterility gene construct PrMALE1::STS; (e): anther with sterile pollen grains; (f): anther devoid of pollen grains.

Fig. 6 - Genetic transformation of wildtype hybrid aspen clone T89 with PrMALE1::STS. (a): catkin type I (sterile); (b): disturbed anther growth; (c): anthers without pollen grains; (d): catkin type II (non-sterile); (e): anthers with pollen grains; (f): pollen grains.
This early flowering model (Weigel & Nilsson 1995) was used for biosafety research before (Skinner et al. 2003, Hoenicka et al. 2006).

Incidence of sterility and disturbed plant growth reduces the utility of this model for biosafety research (Hoenicka et al. 2006).

Early flowering occurs in spring and during the summer time. However, pollen grains were obtained only from greenhouse plants in spring. Furthermore, the presence of pollen in flowers was very variable, fluctuating yearly between 0% (only sterile flowers) to 100%. Out of these results, we concluded that LFY effectively promotes flowering but not microsporogenesis.

**HSP::LFY** The rationale behind promoter replacement, HSP instead of 35S promoter, was the avoidance of dwarf plant growth caused by constitutive LFY expression. This approach allowed to obtain transgenic plants with a normal vegetative growth. However, heat-treatment disturbed plant growth (indicating LFY expression), and no flowering could be obtained (Fig. 3).

**35S::FT**: Only one transgenic line out of seven obtained in total showed early flowering under in vitro and growth chamber conditions. The flowers obtained under growth chamber conditions resembled strongly naturally developed poplar catkins (Fig. 4). However, early flowering was not stable and after one to two years no more flowers developed.

**HSP::FT**: The expression of the FT gene regulated by the heat-inducible promoter allowed effective flowering induction and a normal looking plant phenotype. Early flowering lines where obtained with both poplar clones (T89 and W52). HSP::FT flowers are grouped in catkins resembling those from naturally grown poplar. However, there are still differences between naturally developed (wild) and HSP::FT poplar flowers (Fig. 4): no normal flower buds developed, catkin bracts were absent and microsporogenesis was not induced. Some few flowers, derived from summer heat-treated plants (Tab. 2), showed pollen grains the next spring (Fig. 5c-d). However, flowers obtained in the summer after the heat treatment lacked always pollen grains.

**Evaluation of gene containment strategies in poplar**

Transgenic lines were analyzed with PCR and Southern blot experiments (Fig. 2). Genetic transformation approach using the poplar wildtype strain W52 and combining two *Agrobacterium* strains, containing the PrMALE1::STS and one early flowering gene construct (35S::FT or HSP::FT), produced many transgenic lines containing one single gene construct but only two lines containing both gene constructs, lines T198-A and T194-I (Fig. 2). The line T198-A (PrMA-

![Fig. 7](image-url) Viability tests of pollen grains from (catkins type II, line T199-1): (a) FDA test; (b) pollen germination tests.

![Fig. 8](image-url) Catkin development in transgenic PrMALE1::STS hybrid aspen clone T89 (Line T199-1). Flower buds (I, II, III, IV, V), sterile (VI type I) and non-sterile (VI type II) catkins.

![Fig. 9](image-url) Stilbene synthese gene (STS) expression in flower buds and catkins at different developmental stages (see Fig. 8) of the PrMALE1::STS transgenic line T199-1. STS activity was detected in flower buds at the stage V (type I). UBQII gene was used as a control.
LE1::STS/35S::FT) transformed with 35S::FT did not develop flowers under in vitro or greenhouse conditions. Similar results were obtained with single 35S::FT transgenic lines, as mentioned before. Transgenic line T194-1 (PrMALE1::STS/HSP::FT) containing the HSP::FT produced catkins with disturbed development (Fig. 5). However, due to disturbed pollen development in HSP::FT poplar, no clear conclusions can be drawn regarding efficiency of the PrMALE1::STS sterility with the poplar wildtype strain W52 containing this early flowering system.

Genetic transformation of the non-transgenic hybrid aspen clone T89 allowed a more reliable evaluation of the sterility efficiency of PrMALE1::STS gene construct five years after genetic transformation. Transgenic line T199-1 contained the sterility gene construct PrMALE1::STS. Vegetative growth of PrMALE1::STS transgenic plants resembled that of non-transgenic control plants. Development was disturbed in 68% of catkins (type I catkins), and those catkins were lacking pollen grains (Fig. 6, Tab. 3). However, pollen grains were obtained from some normal-looking catkins (type II catkins). The presence of viable pollen grains in catkins type I was confirmed with FDA tests, in vitro germination and crossings (Tab. 3, Fig. 7). Expression studies of STS gene were carried out in young catkins from transgenic plants (Fig. 9). The expression of STS was confirmed only in young catkins type I and not in type II, and no leaky expression was detected in leaves, stems or roots (Fig. 9). STS expression was weak in type I catkins at phase IV and stronger during phase V (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). No STS expression was detected in mature type I catkins.

**Discussion**

**Early flowering in poplar**

The development of more efficient early flowering poplar systems would allow faster biosafety studies on genetic containment. Therefore, we evaluated different methods to induce early flowering in poplar. After some unsuccessful approaches using growth inhibitors like Paclobutrazol and Daminozide in the past (unpublished results), we focused on genetic transformation with flowering time genes for achieving this aim. The constitutive expression of the LFY gene (Weigel & Nilsson 1995) allowed us initiating containment studies in poplar (Hoenicka et al. 2006). However, overexpression of LFY produces many side effects on vegetative growth and flower development, which can be detrimental for their broad use in biosafety research.

We tested a new approach, with the HSP promoter, expecting an effective and less detrimental effect of LFY expression on flowering and plant growth. Our results showed that vegetative growth was significantly improved when LFY expression was under the control of the HSP promoter. However, activation of LFY through heat treatments (1h, 40°C, 4-6 weeks), disturbed vegetative growth and no flowering was obtained. It is not clear why a short LFY activation still disturbed vegetative growth strongly and do not induce flowering. Short gene activation with the HSP promoter did not lead to an improvement of the LFY early flowering poplar model.

Early flowering systems based on the FT gene from Arabidopsis, 35S::FT and HSP::FT, were successful on flower induction. However, disturbed microsporogenesis is still a problem. The constitutive overexpression of FT promoted development of normal looking catkins during in vitro culture and growth chamber cultivation. However, no flowers were developed on 35S::FT transgenic poplar grown in the greenhouse (Tab. 2). Gene silencing of FT or some other flowering time genes may be avoiding long term flowering in 35S::FT system. The HSP::FT gene construct allowed a much more reliable flower induction compared to 35S::FT. However, pollen grains were obtained very seldom, and only during spring in summer heat-treated greenhouse plants (Tab. 2).

Several approaches have been successful of early induction of completely fertile flowers in woody plants. The constitutive expression of CFT (the citrus FT homologue) in Trifoliate orange (Poncirus trifoliata L. - Endo et al. 2005), LFY or API in Carriere citrange (Citrus sinensis L. Osbeck > Poncirus trifoliata L. Raf. - Peña et al. 2001) and Bp-MADS54 from birch (Elo et al. 2007) in apple (Malus domestica Borkh. - Flachowsky et al. 2007) induced early formation of fertile flowers. However, phenotype induced by introduced flowering time genes is very variable depending on the plant species. For instance, the BpMADS54 gene construct from birch was also transferred to poplar; instead of early flower formation a retarded senescence was observed in resulting transgenic lines (Hoenicka et al. 2008). Thus, it is not clear why the transformation with a single gene can promote the development of flowers and pollen grains in some plant species but not in others.

Hitherto available transgenic early flowering poplar models show many drawbacks when used as standard tool in biosafety research. Disturbed microsporogenesis is still the main problem detected in those models. Research aiming improvement of early flowering may provide a more efficient tool for this aim in the next future. Use of natural early flowering clones, as it has been reported for poplar (Meilan et al. 2004), may represent a reliable alternative for such studies. Our results showed that the hybrid aspen T89 represent an appropriate choice for such studies as flowers were obtained four to five years after genetic transformation; *Populus tremula* L. clones begin flowering usually after a vegetative phase of seven to ten years. However, development of faster flowering systems would facilitate application on biosafety studies. The improvement of early flowering system based on genetic transformation can be carried out with some other flowering genes (single gene approach) or following a co-transformation strategy with flowering genes (gene stacking approach).

**Evaluation of gene containment strategies in poplar**

Biosafety studies were initiated in our group with the first available early flowering model, 35S::LFY (Weigel & Nilsson 1995). In a former publication, we showed with this model that genetic transformation with CGP-DHC::VSAT1 promoted sterility in poplar (Hoenicka et al. 2006). However, the weak performance of 35S::LFY was a strong burden for generation and maintenance of double transgenic lines with other sterility constructs, e.g. T29::Barnase (unpublished results). Those transgenic lines showed a very weak performance, and could not be grown under greenhouse conditions. We suppose that leaky Barnase expression, due to unspecified TA29 promoter activity (Li et al. 2007), has represented a strong burden for 35S::LFY poplar.

Important progress has been reached on flowering time regulation in plants (reviewed in Turnbull 2011). Consequently, we incorporated new early flowering models into our research. Two gene constructs based on the
FT gene, HSP::FT and 35S::FT, were used for early flowering induction. The vegetative growth and flower development of double transgenic lines (T194-1 and T198-A) was significantly improved with both models. However, both systems do not represent a good option for biosafety studies, due to disturbed pollen development. In the frame of our biosafety work, a field release was also planned. Therefore, transgenic lines were also generated with normal flowering poplar W52 (non-transgenic). Some genetic transformations were carried out with hybrid aspen clone T89. Resulting transgenic lines were maintained in the greenhouse for many years. However, no field release could be carried out, due to the increasing legal restrictions toward GMOs in Germany. After four years in the greenhouse, we detected first flowers in hybrid aspen clone T89 containing the MALE1::STS sterility construct (transgenic line T199-1). This result was surprising, because other poplar clones used in our institute flower only after seven to ten years. Hybrid aspen clone T89 allowed us a first approach for evaluation of the MALE1::STS sterility construct under controlled conditions. STS-induced male sterility using the gymnosperm promoter PrMALE1 was demonstrated in tobacco before (Höffig et al. 2003). STS inhibits flavonol biosynthesis in the tapetum, leading to a disturbed pollen development. The number of pollen grains in control and a very low pollen germination was reported in 2/10 transgenic lines (Höffig et al. 2003). In hybrid aspen, pollen development was disturbed in 68% of catkins. We confirmed specific activity of PrMALE1 in catkins (Fig. 9). However, a low activity of this promoter in some cells, due to variable gene expression level, may be a possible reason for presence of viable pollen grains in some catkins. Epigenetic modifications may result in a mosaic gene expression (Bastar et al. 2004, Robbins et al. 2009, Freeman et al. 2011). T-DNA positional effects may be playing an important role too (Kumar & Fladung 2001). These results were derived from nine ramets derived from the same transgenic lines. A higher number of transgenic lines would possibly allow obtaining lines showing a more efficient sterility induction.
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